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Surface reconstructions of In-enriched InGaAs alloys
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The atomic structure of In0.81Ga0.19As/InP alloy layers was examined usingin situ scanning
tunneling microscopy. The~233! reconstruction observed during growth by reflection high-energy
electron diffraction represents a combination of surface structures, including ab2~234! commonly
observed on GaAs~001! and InAs~001! surfaces, and a disordered~433! that is unique to alloy
systems. The proposed~433! structure is comprised of both anion and cation dimers. Empty and
filled states images show that the features reverse contrast with sample bias, in agreement with the
model. © 2003 American Institute of Physics.@DOI: 10.1063/1.1602557#
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The atomic structure of compound semiconductor al
surfaces is important for heteroepitaxial growth, as it has
impact on the subsequent microstructure of the film. Rec
cross-sectional scanning tunneling microscopy~STM! data
in a variety of material systems show that local variations
composition, likely initiated at the growth front, develop in
lateral composition modulation.1–3 The roughness of inter
faces in device structures, furthermore, has been shown t
related to the stoichiometry of the surface reconstructio4

Finally, surface reconstructions have also been dire
linked to ordering in these alloys.5

Detailed models of the atomic structure of compou
semiconductor surfaces are most common for materials s
as GaAs,6 InAs,7 InP,8 and GaSb,9 but characterization o
ternary alloy surfaces has received less attention. Lim
STM data are available for lattice-matched10 and strained
InGaAs films.11,12 The detailed atomic structure was exam
ined for very dilute InGaAs/GaAs films.13 InAs wetting lay-
ers on GaAs have also been examined using STM14,15 and
glancing incidence x-ray diffraction.16 Studies of In surface
segregation suggest that the topmost layer is a nearly
InAs,17 however, this surface has never been imaged dire

In this letter, we present observations of pseudomorp
In0.81Ga0.19As/InP alloy surfaces using atomic resolutio
STM. We show that the surface consists of a mixture
surface reconstructions, including theb2~234! common to
binary compound surfaces, and a (n33) reconstruction,
where n53 or 4, that is unique to this alloy system. Th
~433! reconstruction is proposed to be a mixed reconstr
tion; that is, it is terminated with both As and metal dime

The films were grown using molecular-beam epita
equipped with solid sources for Ga and In, and a valv
cracking cell for As4 . N-type InP~001! substrates were
heated to remove the oxide layer under an As4 overpressure
beam equivalent pressure~BEP! of 1231026 Torr until the
reconstruction changed from~234! to ~432!, at nominally
T5535 °C, and then immediately cooled toT5470 °C. A
0.5-mm-thick lattice matched In0.53Ga0.47As buffer layer was
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deposited, and the surface was annealed under these c
tions for 25 min while the In cell was ramped to the tem
perature required to obtain the desired film composition. T
25-monolayer~ML !-thick undoped In0.81Ga0.19As film was
deposited atT5460 °C, BEP51231026 Torr, and R51.1
ML/s. This composition corresponds to a compressive lat
mismatch of f 51.9%. Reflection high-energy electron di
fraction ~RHEED! oscillations were observed over the enti
deposited thickness, indicating layer-by-layer growth. At t
end of growth, the films were annealed for 25 min at t
growth conditions, and quenched under an As4 overpressure.
The samples were transferred within vacuum, to a UH
STM microscope~RHK technology!. The imaging condi-
tions were typically23.1 V and 100 pA, except where note
Performing cross correlations of each region on many
ages and averaging the results determined the coverag
the different reconstructions.

Figure 1 shows an STM image of a 25-ML-thic
In0.81Ga0.19As/InP film grown atT5460 °C and annealed fo
25 min. The RHEED pattern~not shown! at the end of
growth of this alloy layer was very strongly~233! in agree-
ment with published reports.18 The surface structure as ob
served by STM, however, is comprised of domains of diff
ent reconstructions~Fig. 1!. A large portion of the surface
~3663%! consists of long reconstructed rows that are ve
similar to theb2~234! reconstruction.7 Indeed, the dimen-
sions of the unit cell are 2a along the@110# and 4a along the
@11̄0#, where a'4 Å, the bulk lattice spacing along th
$110% directions. Theb2~234! reconstruction consists of
pair of dimers along the@11̄0# separated by an As-dime
terminated trench.7 Occasionally, the second As dimer
missing, resulting in ana2~234! reconstruction, as indicate
in the image~a!. Other defects along these rows are a
sporadically observed, such as kinks along the reconstruc
rows ~K! or trench filling defects~T!.

The b2~234! reconstruction rests upon a more disorg
nized surface reconstruction that covers 5162% of the sur-
face, and appears to be 1.5 Å lower than theb2~234! do-
1 © 2003 American Institute of Physics
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mains. This reconstruction is imaged as equiaxial spots
are uniformly spaced 3a along the@110# ~3a in Fig. 1!. There
are regions where the spots are spaced 4a apart along the
@11̄0# ~4a!, resulting in an overall reconstruction with
~433! symmetry. This~433! reconstruction has also bee
observed by RHEED for lattice-matche
In0.53Ga0.47As/InP.10 A periodicity of 3a is also occasionally
observed~38a! along @11̄0#, thus small regions of a~333!
symmetry are also present. Careful observation of the~433!
and ~333! domains shows that the bright spots rest up
rows aligned along the@11̄0# separated by trenches.

This mixture of surface reconstructions is consist
with the observed~233! RHEED pattern. Even though th
majority of the surface is covered by the~433! and ~333!
reconstructions, they are not very well ordered over lo
length scales along the@110#, especially when compared t
the b2~234! reconstruction. On the other hand, the perio
icity of the 433 reconstruction is regular along the@11̄0#
and covers 50% of the surface. This blending of the RHE
pattern as a result of multiple surface reconstructions
also been observed in InAs wetting layers on GaAs.19

Combinations of~234! and (n33) were observed by
STM for a wide range of annealing times and
compositions.20 The ~433! reconstruction observed here
similar to the so called~133! observed in InAs wetting lay-
ers on GaAs,14 which is a distinctly alloy reconstruction
Figure 2 shows a proposed model of the~433! reconstruc-
tion. The major unit of repetition is an As dimer pair that h
an additional As dimer on top of it. This leads to the33
periodicity along the@110#. The 43 reconstruction is ob-
tained when a cation dimer replaces the excess As dime
should be noted that there is no distinction between
Group-III species in this model. However, InGaAs is know
to order under certain growth conditions;21 therefore, some
specificity is likely. Neither dimer is observed clearly in th
STM image, most likely due to the chemical differences b
tween the cation and anion density of states. However,
diffuse intensity between the spots along the@11̄0# suggests

FIG. 1. STM image ~23.1 V and 100 pA! of a 25-ML-thick
In0.81Ga0.19As/InP grown atT5460 °C and annealed for 25 min. The imag
shows domains ofb2~234! and n33 reconstructions, and occasional r
gions of a2~234! ~a!, kinks ~K! and trench-filling defects~T!. The dimer
spacing is indicated for different reconstruction domains~3a, 38a, 4a!.
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the presence of additional features on the surface. The
posed model does not obey the electron counting mo
having two excess electrons per unit cell. The excess ch
may be taken up by the numerous defects in the surf
reconstruction13 observed in these (n33) regions. On the
other hand, the 1.9% lattice-mismatch strain may act to
bilize this structure.22

To fully reveal the surface structure with STM, bo
empty and filled states images must be examined~Fig. 3!.
This is because when imaging the surface at just one
polarity, both dimers are not equally resolved in the ST
image due to the chemical differences between the ca
and anion dimers. When imaging the filled states@Fig. 3~a!#,
a series of cation dimers are resolved that are spaced 1
apart, giving rise to the four-fold periodicity along th
@11̄0#. The second dimer is not observed under these im
ing conditions. When the bias voltage is inverted to ima
the empty states@Fig. 3~b!#, the contrast between the featur
changes, as seen in the linescans across the image@Fig. 3~c!#.
In particular, the minima in the filled states image beco
maxima in the empty states image. This change in rela
intensity of the features, which occurs for approximate
60% of the features, is consistent with the model and
typical charge states of the As and cation dimers. Occas
ally, a maximum in the filled state image does not reverse
the empty state image, as seen in Fig. 3~c!. This is due to the
fact that the precise chemistry of the dimer, be it In–
Ga–Ga, In–Ga, or even III–As, will have distinctly differen
behavior as a function of sample bias. In fact, the presenc
these different types of dimers on the (n33) reconstruction
may account for the significant disorder that is observed
the arrangement of the equiaxial spots.Ab initio calculations
are necessary in order to determine the veracity of the p
posed model, and the detailed positions of the In, Ga, and
species.

The resolution of theb2~234! regions changes with
bias, consistent with other reports,7 but the apparent height o
the b2~234! reconstructed regions does not. This sugge
that the apparent height of theb2~234! domains is indeed
half a monolayer above the~433! reconstructions, and is no

FIG. 2. Schematic of the proposed 433 reconstruction in~a! plan-view and
~b! cross section. The gray atoms are subsurface As, the white are subsu
metal, the black are surface As, and the white crosshatched are surface
atoms. Some subsurface atoms are omitted for clarity.
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simply due to chemical differences between the various
gions. Therefore, it appears that theb2~234! domains nucle-
ate on top of the~433! surface. Given this fact, it is con
ceivable that theb2~234! reconstruction is highly enriche
in In, since the larger In atoms would be able to lower th
strain energy by moving out of the flat terrace.23 These do-
mains are likely the local compositional variations that i
tiate lateral composition modulation. Furthermore, they m
be the mechanism by which In segregates to the surfac
these alloys. Indeed, preliminary data shows that the co
age of the~234! is correlated to the In composition of th
film.20

In summary, In0.81Ga0.19As/InP surfaces exhibit a surfac
atomic structure that consists of a mixture of reconstructio
Approximately one third of the surface is covered withb2~2

FIG. 3. STM images taken at~a! 23.1 V ~filled states! and 100 pA and~b!
13.1 V and 100 pA~empty states! on the same region.~c! Line scans of the
boxed regions in a and b.
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34!, but half the surface is covered with a disordered~433!
and ~333! reconstructions. The proposed~433! reconstruc-
tion is unusual in that it has both As and metal dimers on
surface. Empty and filled states images show that the ap
ent height of the features changes with bias, consistent w
the model. This mixed termination may be the mechanism
which In segregates to the surface.
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